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WHAT TRUST CAN DO: WHAT I LEARNED ABOUT THE

ELIMINATE PROJECT IN THE PHILIPPINES

Tuesday, June 26, 2012

By Bob Parton

I’m a person who trusts. If somebody tells me they’re going to do something, I believe

they’re going to do it. With me, you have to prove yourself wrong.

Before I went to the Philippines in April, I trusted that the money Kiwanians have been

donating to The Eliminate Project was going to the right cause at the right time. I

believed it before I saw it. But seeing it made a powerful impact on me.

At one time in my life, I held a demanding corporate job in the financial sector. One

thing corporations pride themselves on is efficiency, and my company was no

exception. That’s business at every level—you try to be as efficient as possible. That’s

what I saw in the Philippines too: efficiency. Efficiency in providing medical care.

Efficiency in providing immunizations. The Filipino people were efficient too. On every

street corner, someone was busily sweeping up. That made me feel good.

Another thing that made me feel good was UNICEF’s efficiency in providing tetanus

vaccines. We experienced it firsthand. The vaccine was in the right place at the right

time. It was there in the right way, being cared for, at the right temperature.

Chain of life

In Benguet Province, we learned how important it is to protect the vaccine and keep it

cool—and how difficult that can be in tropical climates. The folks from UNICEF call it the

“cold chain.” The vaccine is procured from overseas manufacturers. Then it’s housed in

refrigerated storage sites in larger towns. From there, it needs to be transported in a

cold pack, which looks like a cooler. Each cold pack gets packed with ice and up to 20

vials of vaccine. A cold pack only stays cold for one day. The vaccine actually has a

label that changes color when the vaccine is no longer viable.
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The cold chain: In the Philippines, vaccines are carried for many miles over rough terrain.

Add to that challenge the difficulty of getting to some of the places where people really

need the vaccine. Often, volunteers and health workers can’t drive a car or a four-

wheel-drive truck. They have to get there by motor scooter. Picture that—people riding

motor scooters up a mountain path, with cold packs of vaccine strapped on their

backs. That certainly was a lot more dedication than I anticipated, and a lot more

caring for the moms and babies I want to protect.

At all the places we traveled, I never heard anyone say, “I can’t get the vaccine” or “I

can’t get syringes.” Everybody we met—health workers in Manila, hospital staff in La

Trinidad, government officials in the rural town of Itogon—they all seemed grateful to

UNICEF. Part of that may be because, while UNICEF staff and health workers are

helping get tetanus shots to women of childbearing age, they’re helping fight other

diseases as well. They’re working with local government officials and gaining their trust

and respect. They’re making a difference for moms, babies, families, communities and

the world.

This example tells a lot: When people saw the UNICEF vans approaching, they smiled.

To me, that means something good is happening when UNICEF comes around. That

means UNICEF workers are there and doing their best to save children.

Like I said, I never doubted that funds donated to The Eliminate Project were being

used in the right way, and I never doubted that we could save or protect a lot of

moms and babies. But seeing the funds in action—witnessing what we were able to do

as Kiwanians—made me proud.

A touching moment

One surprise on the trip was seeing so many children in hospitals. Where I come from,

I don’t see that, and maybe it’s good I don’t see it. At the San Lazaro pediatric

hospital for infectious diseases in Manila, we saw four children suffering from tetanus.

That brought it home—when a little girl couldn’t open her mouth to eat. That was

heartbreaking to me.

Heartbreaking: A child with tetanus at the San Lazaro pediatric hospital for infectious

diseases in Manila.

On the other hand, my time in Filipino hospitals inspired me in ways I could never have

anticipated. Our visit to the Fabella hospital in Manila was the first time I’d been in a



delivery room since my third child was born. We were surrounded by newborns. In the

nursery, where mothers and babies were three to a bed, one mother invited me to

hold her baby. That was something.

It was the mother’s first child, and he wasn’t even a day old, yet she was so willing to

share that moment with me. She kept her eye on me, though—she was right there

answering my questions as we both patted the little one’s feet.

Talk about trust.

Trust in action: Bob Parton cradles a healthy newborn at Dr. Jose Fabella Memorial Hospital

in Manila.

That keeps coming back to me: how easily tetanus can affect someone at any age. If

that mother hadn’t been vaccinated and if she hadn’t given birth in the hospital, her

baby could have suffered from tetanus.

We can solve that problem. All of us.

The Kiwanis connection

I’ve been serving in Kiwanis in a lot of different levels for a long time. If you can see it

on a local level, seeing it on a world level isn’t that different—it’s lots of hands doing

lots of things to get things done. I think we should be proud, and I hope we are all

proud to recognize what we do in our community is great, and if there’s a need we

should fill it. But, as Kiwanians, our community is so much bigger than that. We’d have

to be selfish to think we could change a child’s life and then say “that’s not my

responsibility.”

One person asked me: Once we save these children, what will we do with them? I

said: We won’t put them in cemeteries anymore. There will be productive people in the

world who one day may change the world themselves.

Bob Parton is a retired business executive with 45 years of experience in a wide array of

leadership roles. He retired from Morgan Stanley in January 2009 as a vice president in

management. Bob is a 30+ year member of Kiwanis. He has held every office at the club,

division and district level and was governor of the Florida District in 1994–95. Since then,

Bob has held top leadership and administrative roles in the Florida District of Key Club

International and the Florida District of Circle K International. Currently, Bob is a trustee of

the Kiwanis International Foundation. He and his wife of 46 years, Donna, have three

grown children, six grandchildren, and adopted twins, Bella and Noah, who are now three

years old.
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dennis oliver •  2 years ago

Bob Great coverage of a Great Trip. Nothing beats being there and seeing "

First Hand " what Kiwanis is doing. Dennis Oliver

  1  

• Reply •

Stew Creelman •  2 years ago

I'm advisor to our local Key Club.  I plan to read this piece to our club when

the next school year begins.

Stew

  

• Reply •

Bobmarx •  2 years ago

Bob:

  Once again, our paths cross! What a great endorsement. Needless to

say, your comments will be copied and passed along to all members at our

mtg.

Bob Marx, Westside Kiwanis Club, W. Palm Beach

  

• Reply •

Gwen Leys •  2 years ago

Bob, what a great story - very human.  I felt like I was there and could reach

out and touch everyone.  And, of course, we do - with our support of the

Eliminate Project thru Kiwanis!  Gwen
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